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The interview was conducted January 20, 1995, in Germantown. Maryland, by 
Mchael Yvffee and Prita Pillaifrom the Department ofEnergy’s Office ofHuman 
Radiation Experiments.
James S. Robertson was selectedfor the oral history project because o f his research 
at BrooHwcvenNationai Laboratory, especidly on Boron Neutron Capture Therapy 
(BNCT); his work at the United States Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory; and 
his work at the Atomic Energy Commission.

Short Biography
Dr. Robertson was He received his B.S.
(Premedicine and Mathematics, 1943), M.B. (Mathematics, 1944), and M.D. (1945) at the 
University of Minnesota, and his PhD. (Physiology and Medical Physics, 1949) at the Univer
sity of Cdifomia at Berkeley. He is married and has three children. Dr. Robertson began his 
career as a Medical Officer in the U.S. Navy during World War II (1945-46). Immediately 
following his naval service, he spent two months in private practice. After receiving his PhD., 
Dr. Robertson went to Brookhaven National Laboratory as a scientist in the Medical Research 
Center (1950-53). Aside from a two-year return to the Navy at the United States Navy Radio
logical Defense Laboratory (1953-55), Dr. Robertson remained at Brookhaven until 1975. 
From 1975 to 1983, Dr. Robertson practiced at the hfeyo Clinic in Rochester, Miimesota. Dr. 
Robertson completed his career with a term of service as Director of the Human-Health and 
Assessments Division, U.S. Department of Energy.
While serving in these positions. Dr. Robertson has held the following positions:

Adjunct Professor, State University of New York, Stony Brook 
Adjunct Professor, City College of New York 
Member, American Physiological Society
Member, Society of Nuclear Medicine, Medical Internal Radiation Dose Committee 
1968 to 1971—Member, Radiation Research Society

Dr. Robertson has published many times on boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT). In 
addition. Dr. Robertson has also published articles on the medical follow-up of the Marshall 
Islanders, research on nephrotic children, and radiotherapy to treat various blood diseases.

Education
YUFFEE: Today is January 20, 1995. I’m Michael Yuffee of the Department of

Energy’s Office of Human Radiation Experiments. I’m here with my 
colleague Prita Pillai, also of the Office of Human Radiation Experi
ments. Today we’re interviewing Dr. James Robertson, and we’re in the 
Department of Energy office in Germantown.

Dr. Robertson, I’d like to tiiank you for agreeing to talk to us and, also. 
I’d like to start by asking you a little about your education, where you 
went to school, and why you chose medicine.
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The principal contact at Berkeley, my thesis leader, was Hardin B. Jones,^ 
who is a pretty iamous physiologist Nello Pace® was involved, also. Then 
I worked with people like Will Siri.’ Ernest? and Lowiy Dobsoi^ Lola 
Kelly. John Lawrence’® was the Director of Donner Lab at that time.

I had several projects going there. For my thesis, I used the data that we 
collected using a mass spectrometer" that had been built by Will Siri. 
We used it as a gas analyzer, and I used it by measuring the composition 
o f respiratory gases to measure various aspects of the circulation— în 
particular, things like the cardiac output— ând ended up with a thesis 
based on lung ventilation patterns.

I did some other work on the analysis of deuterium" by what was called 
the “falling drop method,” and except for publishing the technique, 
nodiing much ever came of that I helped in the lab with Dr. Lawrence’s 
work on the treatment of polyc)dhemia [vera]" by use of radioactive 
materials. There was a lot of radiation work going on at the lab, and to 
a certain extent all of us participated in various projects.
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Hardin B. Jones, M.D., was a physician who woriced with John Lawrence at the Donner Laboratory, Berke
ley. He was an early associate of John Lawrence’s. He studied isotope applications in nuclear medicine and 
showed uptake of iodine-1311^ human and bovine thyroids. Regarded as an excellent experimentalist, Jones 
became the scientific assistant director of Donner Laboratory and led a research group. He was a member of 
the National Advisoiy Committee on Radiation of the Federal Radiation Council. See “Reflections on Hardin 
Jones” in DOE/EH-0476, Human Radialion Studies: Remembering the Early Years; Oral History o f Physiol
ogist Nello Pace, PkD. (June 1995).
From 1946 to 1967, Pace served at UC Beriwley as a research associate for the Division of Medical Physics and 
a professor ofPhy^ology, chairing the Department of Plysiologyfiom 1964 to 1967. He established fte White 
Mountain Research Station near Bi^op, California in 1950, where he worked from 1950 to 1977. In 1977, he 
became an emeritus professor of Physiology at UC Beikeley. Pace’s research interests were in gravitational 
physiology, environmental physiology, and body composition. See DOE/EH-0476, Human Radiation Studies: 
Remembering the Early Years; Oral History o f Physiologist Nello Pace, PhD. (June 1995).
WilliamEmil Siri, (1919-),aphysicis^woiked on the Manhattan ProjectatUCBokeleyfiom 1943 to 1945. 
Afierward he conducted research at Donner Laboratory. Siri researched the ̂ plication of radioisotopes to 
biology and medicine. He also studied high-aldtude physiology, leading expeditions to the Peruvian Andes, 
the Himalaya Mountains, and Antarctica.
Ernest L. Dobson, Ph.D., was a biophysicist who was became a U.S.
citizen. He worked as a physiologist at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory fionw946 until his death, 
conducting research on the physiology of the circulatory system.
R. Lowry Dobson, Ph.D., MJD., is a physician who became a U.S.
citizen. He was a research fellow at Donner Laboratory and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (at UC Berkelq') 
and was chief medical officer until 1958. Additionally, he was a senior scientist in the Biomedical Sciences 
Division at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, conducting research on the health effects of 
exposure to environmental agents, radiation, and internal radionuclides.
Dr. John Lawrence, brother of Ernest 0 . Lawrence, was Director of the Division of Medical Physics at the 
University of California, Berkelqr. He operated a clinic at Donner Laboratory, where he treated leukemia 
and polycjrthemia vera patients with radioactive phosphorus.
a device that uses deflection of ions in an electromagnetic field as a basis for identifying the elements (or 
elemental components) present in a substance
an isotope of hydrogen, having twice the mass of ordinary hydrogen (protium); “heavy hydrogen” 
a disease characterized by overproduction of red blood cells
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production; there were not a lot o f commercial suppliers. It seems to me, 
on occasion we did get some from Oak Ridge.’*

PILLAI: How did you end up at Brookhaven immediately after Berkeley?

ROBERTSON: When I frnished my degree, there was a question o f whether I should
stay there or go somewhere else, and I was particularly interested in a 
job  at Denver. The original contact would have been at University o f 
Colorado with Ted Puck.“  But he couldn’t  arrange it immediately, and 
he wanted to take a temporary job at the Veterans Administration; and 
at the moment, I didn’t  want to do that.

Invited to Join the New Lab at Brookhaven (1950)
ROBERTSON: Then Leo Faif^’ came out and interviewed people for jobs and invited

me to visit Brookhaven. I was so impressed! At that time, Brookhaven 
was a very new Lab, but I was impressed by the amount o f equipment 
and things that they had assembled and what they planned to do, and 
that’s where I signed up.

PILLAI: And Farr was the head o f the [Brookhaven] medical division?

ROBERTSON: Dr. Leo Farr was the head o f the Medical Department at the time.

PILLAI: Can you talk a little about what Brookhaven was like when you first
came there; the organization, as well as the research activities?

ROBERTSON: Well, Brookhaven was in the throes of getting going, and, for example, a
couple of the lead people were Desmond and Marietta Kuper,^ and one
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During World War II, the Manhattan Project had built a  vast complex of highly classified facilities in and 
near Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to process uranium for use in atomic bombs. The Atomic Energy Commission 
took control o f these facilities upon its creation and, today, they belong to the Department of Energy. For 
producing weapons-grade plutonium, the reactor design installed at Oak Ridge proved to be significantly less 
efiicient than an alternative Manhattan Project design at Hanford Site. After World War II, a decision was 
made to make Oak Ridge the principal source for reactor-produced radioisotopes, a mission to which the Oak 
Ridge Reactor was well-suited.
Theodore T. Puck, D . S c ^ ^ m ,  a biophysicist and geneticist who was a  research professor of biochemis
try, biophysics, and genetics at the University of Colorado Medical Center in Denver fixrm 1948 until his 
retirement He was a member o f the National Academy of Sciences and a recipient o f numerous awards and 
medals. He developed principles of somatic cell genetics and genetic biochemistry and events leading to cancer. 
Leo E. Farr, M.D. ( [ H | ^ | ,  a  research physician who worked at the Rockefeller Institute Hospital 
(1934-40). He subsequently served as director o f research at du Pont Nemour Formdation, Wilmington, 
Delaware 0 9 4 0 -4 2 ,194&-48). He worked at the Naval Medical Research Institute (1942-46); headed the 
medical research center at Brookhaven (1948-62), worked at M.D. Anderson Hospital, University o f Hous
ton (1962-67); and organized emergency medical services for the State o f California Department o f Public 
Health, Berkeley (1967-73). Dr. Farr conducted research on kidney disease; nephrosis; protein metabolism; 
electrolyte imbalance; blood substitutes; deep-sea diving and submarine medicine; and the development of 
applications o f nuclear science to medicine. At Brookhavert, Dr. Farr was Robertson’s first supervisor and 
worked with Dr. William Sweet on the boron neutron capture program for treatment of brain tumors.
J.B. Homer (Desmond) Kuper a  physicist and electronics engineer who conducted research on
spectrophotometer development, Geiger counters, and other radiation detection instrumentation. He served 
at the Radiation Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1941-46). Subsequently, at Brookhaven, 
he headed the Electronics Division; chaired the Instrumentation and Health Physics Department (1947-70);

(continued...)
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Well, I was very enthusiastic about BNCT. We’d started with meetings 
between Dr. William Sweet“ [and Gordon L. Brownell]^ fiom the Mas
sachusetts General Hospital [in Boston]. They had the theoretical basis 
for thinking that boron neutron capture therapy might be workable, and 
Brookhaven had the reactor facility that was an attractive source for 
trying diis. Actually, we did what turns out to be an inadequate number 
of animal experiments.

With this we had to do a special construction of a &cility that was at the 
top of BNL’s research reactor. By removing some of the shielding 
blocks, we constructed a sort of pit that a patient could be put into, and 
it [was] big enough that doctors could work around and establish intra
venous setups and stuff like tiiat. But then, when the actual radiation was 
taking place, all the personnel would get behind a shielded area, leaving 
the patient pretty much alone, although under television surveillance for 
the radiation. The first irradiation [would take] 30 minutes or so. When 
the reactor shut down, then we could come in and take the patient to the 
hospital for further studies.

One of the incidental things that I did in connection with this was to 
measure the patient’s radioactivity as result of being exposed to the 
neutrons.^ There is induced radioactivity, and it’s a way of measuring 
the dose that he got. ’̂

Did it initially start out as a collaboration with MIT?̂ ®

Yes. In particular, the principal investigators were considered to be Bill 
Sweet and Leo Farr.

Was there a lot of controversy surroimding it initially or once you had 
started treatment?

Well, there really wasn’t a lot of controversy. We had to make it a sort 
of—^maybe not a secret, but at least a low-publicity procedure. But 
somebody tipped off some science writer, who came out and made it a 
big splash in some popular science magazine. I forget whether it was 
Popular Mechanics or one of those. So that [project] had started getting
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William H. Sweet, M.D., D.Sc. was a neurosurgeon at Harvard University Medical School from
1940 until his retirement in the late 1970s. He conducted research on the central nervous system, brain fluids, 
treatment of brain tumors, mechanisms of pain, and behavior relating to brain disease. During the 1950s, Dr. 
Sweet conducted research using boron neutron capture therapy in conjunction with Brookhaven National 
Laboratory.
Gordon L. Brownell, Ph.D. conducted research on the imaging of positron-emitting radionu
clides and computerized axial tomography, and the dosimetry eSects o f ionizing radiation. He served as a 
medical physicist and professor of nuclear engineering at the Massachusetts Institute o f Technology. 
Brownell was a  lecturer at Harvard Medical School. From 1950 to the present he has been a physicist at Ae 
Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston.
elementary particles found in the nucleus of most atoms and having no electrical charge 
Robertson is referring to neutron activation analysis. When an element is introduced into a nuclear reactor, 
radioactive isotopes will be produced as neutrons are cqrtured into the nucleus of the element’s atoms. By 
measuring the radioactive emissions of these isotopes, scientists can more eaaly identify the irradiated elements. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
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‘̂ 'I on nephrotic children. . .  I don’t really remember that detail. We did 
get involved in iodine-131 treatment of thyroid‘s  in general, and we had 
Rulon Rawson^’ and some other people from New York City that were 
our advisors in the use of iodine in developing therapy and in studying 
iodine uptake“* in the thyroid.^®

With the nephrotic children, I know the children were at the hospital, 
and the parents could have been located in other areas. How involved 
were the parents in the treatment of the children? Was there a correspon
dence that took place?

The parents were frequent visitors and were kept informed, mostly by 
conversation. I don’t remember writing letters to the parents and things 
like that. When they came in, we would talk to them about what we were 
doing and how the child was doing and try to answer their questions.

With all the experiments that were conducted at Brookhaven—I know that 
Brookhaven was one of the earliest places where actual consent forms 
could be seen. Were the consent forms filled out for experimental proce
dures or did they basically have them but fiiey weren’t filled out for partic
ular experiments? Do you recall anything for the consent forms?

The consent forms were very primitive at that time. We had general 
cons^t forms that people would sign that didn’t  really spell out details 
of what we would be doing. I mean, they said they would agree that we 
would conduct certain procedures, in general terms, and the parents of 
the children involved or the patients themselves would sign this sort of 
general thing. To the other extend the doctors would talk to patients and 
then make a [handwritten] recording in the patient’s own record as to 
what was told the patient The doctor would sign this and this was con
sidered informed consent at that time.

Were they told general information, or were they given specifics? For 
example, the patients with BNCT.

The patients •with BNCT were very clearly told this was an erqierimental 
procedure and it might or might not worl^ and to a large extent, even the 
technical details of what was involved, which involved giving him an 
injection and subjecting him to external radiation and imder somewhat 
uncomfortable conditions.
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an endocrine gland located at the base of the neck and secreting two hormones that regulate the rates of 
met^olism, growth, and development
Rulon W. Rawson, M.D. a physician and specialist in diseases and physiology of the thyroid
and thyroid cancer. He served at I f a rv ^  Medical School, Massachusetts General Hospital (1938-48), 
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (1948-54). He was 
vice president of the College of Medidne and Dentistry of New Jersqf (1958-67). His research interests were 
in the use of radionuclides for treatment of thyroid disease, 
an excess assimilation o f radioiodine in the thyroid, indicating abnormality
Radioiodine ( '” 1) is widely used to diagnose thyroid function and also is a highly effective therapy for 
hyperthyroidism. Graves’ disease, and thyroid cancer.
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ROBERTSON: At first it was more intense then as time went on. But, yes, we kept in
touch, in particular with the Dobsons and with Hardin Jones.

PILLAI: Was there a lot of interaction between researchers at Brookhaven and
researchers at the other sites that were being funded through the AEC?

ROBERTSON: Well, I personally didn’t  have a lot of such contact There may have been
[more contact] going on than I remember now, but there was not any law 
against it. We had enou^ going on our premises without getting too much 
involved in some other things. Lany B înks’s studies in Soudi Africa were 
dictated by the unique patient population that would be available.

YUFFEE: Focusing on unique patient populations, did you ever play a role in the
monitoring of the Marshall Islanders?”

ROBERTSON: Oh, yes.

YUFFEE: Could you describe that a little bit?

Castle Bravo Atomic Weapon Test (March 1,1954)
ROBERTSON: I think it was 1953, [during] the Korean War. Having been in the Navy

before. I’d been called back. I got assigned to Naval Radiological De
fense Laboratory in [Hunters Point, California, near Oakland], and that 
is where I met ̂  Alpen^ and Victor [P.] Bond,”  Stan Cohn," and other 
people that were interested in radiation protection research. While I was 
there, on March 1, 1954, there was this accident that involved a bomb

”  residents of the Marshall Islands, a group of 34 atolls in the west central Pacific where the United States 
performed atmospheric tests of nuclear wessons in the 19S0s. Since 1986 the Marshall Islands have been a 
self-governing area associated with the United States.

”  Edward L. Alpen, Ph.D. d H B >  a radiobiologist and physiologist who conducted research on radiation 
biology, cellular kinetics, and regulation of erythropoiesis. He served as biophysicist, division head at 
Hanford Laboratories, and Director of the Pacific Northwest Laboratory in Richland, Washington (19S5-7S), 
and as professor of medical physics and assistant director of the Donner Laboratory at the Universi^ of 
Califomia, Berkelqr (1975 until retirement). For recollections of Alpen’s tenure at Dormer, see DOE/EH- 
0479, Human Radiation Studies: Remembering the Early Years; Oral History o f Donner Lab Administrator 
Baird G. WTw/g'(September 1995).

”  Victor P. Bond, MJ!3. ^^s a radiation biophysicist with the Naval Radiological Defense Laboratoiy
(1948-55) and Brookhaven National Laboratory (starting 1955). He conducted research on the biolo^c^ 
effects of radiation. At Brookhaven, he conducted pioneering research in bone marrow transplants and served 
as an Associate Laboratoiy Director.
Stanton H. Cohn, P h . D ^ | | | |m ,  was a phyriologist and chemist at Argonne National Laboratoiy (1946-49), 
a radiobiologist at the Crodcer Laboratory of the University of Califomia (1949-50) and Naval Research 
Laboratory (1950-70), and head of the Medical Physics Division at Brookhaven National Laboratoiy (1970 until 
his retirement). He conducted research on mineral metabolism in bone, biological distribution and effects of 
internally dqiosited radionuclides, whoie-body neutron activation analysis, and whole-body counting.
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test®’ at Eniwetok®  ̂that the fallout ®® &om it fell on people that were 
living on the island of Rongelap “  in particular. There were some other 
islands involved, too, but the main population was out on Rongelap. 
When this was known, they organized us to go out and study the popula
tion that had been irradiated.

YUFFEE: Were you the first group to go?

ROBERTSON; I think I was not in the first group that went out to study them, [but the
& st follow-up].

YUFFEE: With Stanton Cohn?

ROBERTSON: Right, [also Dr. Robert Conard®® and Dr. Victor Bond. Later studies
were organized by Dr. Conard at BNL]. We had developed a
whole-body counter,®® and, maybe not on the veiy first study, but at least 
on the six-month follow-up, we arranged to transport [to the Marshall 
Islands] this whole-body counter, which was in a lead-lined room built 
at BNL that was the size of this area that we’re in right here.

YUFFEE: Probably about six [feet by four feet].

ROBERTSON: The bill of lading called it a “building.” [Because of all the heavy metal
shielding,] this weighed about 30 tons, and it was lifted by a 20-ton 
crane; fliere was some question about putting it onto the ship. But, it got 
transported onto the island and that was a shielding for the first 
whole-body counter that we used to determine the radioactive content 
of the Marshall Island people on Rongelap.

YUFFEE: Did you go to Rongelap?

ROBERTSON: I went to Rongelap later. On the first study that we went on, the people
that had been living on Rongelap had been moved to Majuro, and we 
studied them on Majuro. Later they were moved back to Rongelap.

YUFFEE: After the island wasn’t [radioactively] “hof’?
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A hydrogen bomb test, Bravo was die first shot in the Castle Series. Detonated March 1,1954, the size of 
the blast and amount of radiation produced was said by the AEG to have been far greater than planned. Test 
personnel, Marshallese islanders, and the crew of a Japanese fishing vessel received &llout from the Bravo 
Test Source: DOE/EH-0445, Human Radiation Experiments: The D epartmentof Energy Roadmap to the 
Story and the Records (February 1995).
an atoll in the Marshall Islands, a group of 34 atolls in the west central Pacific where the United States 
performed atmospheric tests of nuclear weqions in the 1950s
radioactive debris from a nuclear detonation or other source. Fallout is usually deposited from airborne 
particles.
For a  researcher’s account of the field trip to assess the M out effect on the Rongelqi islanders, see “Cleanup 
of the Nevada Test Site and Marshall Islmders” in DOE(EH-0463, Human Radiation Studies: Remembering 
the Early Years; Oral History o f Health Physicist William J. Bair, PkD . (June 1995).
Robert A. Conard, M JD. was a medical scientist with the U.S. Navy and the Naval Radiological
Defense Laboratory (1941-56) and Brookhaven National Laboratory (1956-79). He conducted environmen
tal health studies among the Marshallese exposed to radioactive fallout.
an apparatus that measures radionuclides in man using shielded detectors and multichannel energy analyzers
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years. They want to be more sure, based on animal and theoretical studies, 
that it is going to work this time, before they get too heavily involved.

You’d be surprised— or maybe you know—^how much of an interna
tional interest there is in this. At these international meetings that I’ve 
been to, there are some countries—^Russia, Germany, England, and 
Japan—that have reactors and other ways of delivering neutrons, that are 
directly interested [in a BNCT study], in that they would be participants 
in i t  But there are other countries— ând you would wonder how they get 
in[to the conferences] at all—[that] are [simply] doing computer studies 
and are interested in it without having any facilities for actually doing 
it. But there is interest in this.

PILLAI: I have a proposal here for something that you were involved with, the use
of radiopalladium and cancer therapy. Do you recall anything about that?

ROBERTSON: With a doctor from New York City. There was this surgeon in New
York City.

PILLAI: Was it Dr. Ariel?

ROBERTSON: Irving Ariel.*’ He was promoting some sort of mixed therapy, a combina
tion o f chemical therapy and radiation therapy for these tumors. He would 
bring patients out to Brookhaven, and he did the treatment. We got in
volved in measuring the activity in the palladium, and things like that.

PILLAI: Was it for a  particular type o f cancer?

ROBERTSON: I don’t  remember.

PILLAI: You can’t  tell from the proposal. It has your name on it as principal
investigator.

ROBERTSON: From Brookhaven’s standpoint that is true, because Ariel wasn’t offi
cially at Brookhaven. But it was really his experiment.

PILLAI: Were you involved with any other type of cancer therapy?

ROBERTSON: I should have read through this [curriculum vitae] more carefully before
I did this, [to have refreshed my memoiy]. One I thought was interesting 
was with Harold Atkins.** We got involved in using califomium-2S2 for 
studying the effects o f radiation on human skin. We used pigskin as a 
model. Pigskin is almost like human skin. One of these papers was [pre
pared by] me, with Atkins. It says, “Comparison of Radiation o f Califor
nium-252 and Radium on the Skin o f Swine.”

There were several reasons for being interested in califomium-252, 
because it’s a neutron emitter; and it could be that at one time we

*' Irving Ariel, M.D., a physician at the Memorial Hospital (Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center) in New 
York City who was interested in combinations of radiation and surgery for treating abdominal cancers. He 
collaborated with Brookhaven scientists to develop palladium for irradiation after surgery.

** Harold L. Atkins, M.D. ( f l H B I ,  a physician in nuclear medicine at the State University of New York, 
Stony Brook. Atkins collaborated in radiation research with the medical department at Brookhaven Narional 
Laboratory.
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So they use a [breathing] mixture o f oiQrgen and nitrogen and noble 
gases—^argon, in particular— ând helium. As you come up, you have to 
maintain a certain effective pressure o f oxygen, and this is why the Navy 
diving tables [prescribing how fast a diver should ascend] were in these 
10-foot stages, so that the relative gas mixture could be readjusted at 
each level. But in the meantime, while you’re getting rid of it in the 
high-tumover tissues, it’s still accumulating in the low-tumover-rate 
tissues.

The thing that is desirable is to have a continuous way of coming up 
[rather than have to stop every 10 feet to readjust your breathing mix
ture]. So in coimection with people up there [in Cormecticut], I devel
oped a  continuous method o f coming up from depths on a continuous 
gas. By “continuous,” I mean that you are constantly changing the com
position o f these mbctures so that the oxygen level can keep [increasing]. 
By the time you reach the surface you have [the normal air percentage 
of] 20 percent oxygen, whereas when you are at very high pressures, it 
may only be one percent, or so, o f the mixture. That gives you the equiv
alent oxygen tension diat you get at sea level. So Behnke was the inspi
ration for being interested in deep sea diving and that sort of thing.

PILLAI: Did you actually test this out on divers, using tritium?

ROBERTSON: Not with tritium. The only place that we could test it was at the Navy
research place in the Washington[, D.C.] area [(the Naval Research 
Laboratory, Bethesda, Maryland)].

PILLAI: So as far as you know, it was never tested?

ROBERTSON: That’s right

PILLAI: Is Behnke an M.D., is he a physician?

ROBERTSON: I think he was a physician. He died, you know, so we can’t  ask him.

PILLAI: Maybe going back to Brookhaven a little bit: You’ve mentioned Farr
and Dahl. Can you recall other people, like [Eugene] Cronkite?*®  ̂What 
was his involvement?

ROBERTSON: Dr. Cronkite is a hematologist. I did work with Cronkhe. A thing diat he
got me involved with was effects of radiation on the survival of red blood 
cells. You asked if  we treated leukemia at Brookhaven, and I’d forgotten 
about this. A possible way of treating leukemia was by what they call 
extracorporeal irradiation of the blood. So what you tried to do was, you 
send the blood through this machine that had a radiation source in i t  I 
designed the radiation source for his extracorporeal irradiation machine. 
The idea was to irradiate the blood so that you’d kill the white cells, which 
are very susceptible, but then you’d also damage the red cells.

Eugene P. Cronkite, a physician and hematologist at the Naval Medical Research Institute
(1946-54) and Brookhaven National Laboratory (1954—79). He conducted research on control of hemopoie
sis in health and disease conditions.
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